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Abstract

Results

This project explores the stability analysis of a given flow field. Specifically, where the peak disturbance occurs in a flow as this is the disturbance that is most likely to occur. In rocket combustion, it is important to
understand where the maximum disturbance occurs so that the mixing of fuel can be stabilized. The instabilities are the results of frequencies in the area surrounding the flow field. The linear stability governing
equations are employed to better understand the disturbance. Euler’s method of numerical integration and the computing language Python are used to find a method to predict the frequencies (ω) that cause
disturbances for a given velocity profile.

The Shooting Method

Introduction

Choose ω1,ω2

Perturbations in a given flow field are instabilities that
cause disturbances in the flow. This instability is caused
by acoustic waves in the area surrounding the flow. We
study these perturbations to discover the wave
frequencies that will cause the peak disturbances, as
those are the instabilities which most often occur in
practice.
By examining the wavenumber (α) and
frequency (ω) of a given velocity profile of a flow field we
can learn more about the resulting disturbances.

Two initial guesses are made for ω: ω1 and ω2.

Choose ω1,ω2

Euler’s Method

λ (wave length)
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Euler’s Method for Numerical Approximation
∧
Use Euler’s method for Numerical Approximation to find v , the
transverse complex velocity disturbance amplitude.
Euler’s Method:

Peak
Instability

f y = f y−1 + h • f ' y−1

Compare Results
Check if final result is sufficiently close to the expected asymptotic
±α y
solution:
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Newton-Raphson Method
If the final solution of Euler’s Method is not sufficiently close to the
expected asymptotic solution, find a new ω using the NewtonRhapson Method:
∧

Compare
Results
Methodology
This experiment uses the governing equations for
continuity, momentum in the x and y directions, and the
Shooting Method to find the frequency (ω) for a chosen
wavelength (α) in a given velocity profile. The shooting
method uses a guess for ω and Euler’s Method of
Numerical Estimation to produce a result which is then
compared to the expected asymptotic solution. If Euler’s
Method produces a good estimate of the asymptotic
solution then the chosen ω is correct. If not, a new ω is
chosen.
This research examines the temporal case where ω is
complex and α is real. In the temporal case the waves
are growing in time.
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Conclusion
This approach provides a method to help stabilize rocket combustion. Through
the prediction of instability causing frequencies scientists can avoid the
frequencies that would produce stability issues in the rocket combustion chamber.
A predictive tool such as this prevents a “trial and error” system of rocket injector
engineering and allows for more accurate predictions of how combustion will
interact with the rocket chamber.

Stop
If the final result is sufficiently close to the asymptotic solution, a
sufficient ω has been found.

Velocity profile: tanh(y)
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Eigenvalues of tanh(y) velocity profile with α = 0.1

Instabilities

Velocity Vectors

Stable Flow

This graph uses the frequency (ω) and wavenumber (α) to predict the peak
Master instability
Dark
in a given flow. This helps scientists to know which frequency to avoid
when injecting fuel into a rocket chamber. Structural issues manifest when the
frequency of the fuel matches the natural frequency of the rocket chamber. With
this graph, scientists can predict the frequencies that will occur for a given
wavenumber.

Turbulent Flow

Future Work
The Air Force Research Laboratory will continue work to predict frequencies and
wavenumbers that will cause maximum instability. The next step will be to
examine the axisymmetric case (assuming the flow comes from a round jet) which
is more applicable to current rocket science.
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[a] The velocity profile of tanh(y).
[b] The corresponding eigenvalues for the tanh(y) velocity profile.
The graph of the eigenvalues shows where the stabilities occur for this velocity profile.
occur around where the velocity changes direction.
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